Abstract
Introduction
At this moment there exist many powerful software packages for modeling liquid crystal devices and their electrooptical effects [1] . The most commonly used ones among them are DIMOS (Display Modeling System) [2] , LCD Master (Modeling and Evaluation Software System for LCD Designers), Mouse-LCD and LCD-DESIGN [3, 4] .
These programs have common organization and include two independent parts: one for profile deformation calculation and other for optics calculation. Profile deformation calculation usually requires much time. That is why all programs have two parts. It makes the operation of the software inconvenient. The change of any parameter of liquid crystal requires total recalculation of LC profile deformation. For fundamental investigation of electrooptical effects, how fast the program works, is not important. But for engineering works when it is necessary to calculate the influence of some individual parameter of LC device on the electrooptical response, the calculation time plays much more important role. Ideally one should be able to see the change in real time in the simulation. The time of software calculation is even more critical for fitting procedure to determine values of LC and device parameters. We propose and demonstrate here a software that can give simulation results in real time, Such software is extremely valuable in device optimization if the number of parameters become large.
Methodology
Any calculations of LC device include two steps. First, the LC director deformation profiles must be found for any applied voltages. Second step is calculation of optical properties for obtained configurations. We concentrate our efforts to increase the speed of the first calculation. The usual relaxation method is not suitable for real time calculation software. Relaxation procedure has exponential dependence for changing angle of liquid crystal with time. It means that precise values for stable state distribution can be received for infinite time only. In reality the calculation is stopped when change in system decrease and stay smaller than certain limits. If we like to obtain results faster the calculation has to be stopped earlier.
We developed another way to find the solution. Our fast algorithm gives result for distribution of liquid crystal in ~0.2 second after changes of any one LC parameter. Some time is necessary for calculation of optical characteristics. For calculation of LC structure we use 100 point that gives accurate reproduction of liquid crystal profiles. The number of point for liquid crystal structure fragmentation is not limits, but 1000 points are enough for any known type of calculation and any applied voltages. It is the maximum step size in our program. The time required for calculation of LC profile with the maximum number of points is around ~0.5 second.
For engineering calculations, it is very important how many parameters are included in the calculations. We include maximal number of parameters of liquid crystal, conditions for liquid crystal on boundary, chirality of liquid crystal mixture.
The profile deformation can be calculated for any initial symmetrical boundary conditions, different twist angle, pretilt angle and anchoring coefficient. After calculation of the profile of LC structure, the program calculates the transmittance or reflectance of the LC cell with two or one polarizers. At the same time it calculates transmittance or reflectance spectrum and color coordinates. All parameters in the program can be changed and all results are shown on the screen in real time. Good software design is measured by the number of operations (mouse button clicks) a user must do to obtain the result, when changing any parameters in LC cell. In existing software with the same aim it is necessary to open two or more windows, go to menu and select type of calculation, change parameters and etc. Usually more than 10 clicks are necessary. If the user wants to repeat the calculations several times the number of clicks must be multiplied on number of calculated points.
In our program the user selects a parameter (the first click) and moves scrolling cursor from one value to other (the second click). The result is shown on display immediately. Continuous drag of scrolling bar results in real-time or video-like behavior of the output curves in the graphical windows. If he likes to change other parameter only one more click is required.
Example I : Relaxation time of LC cell
Here we show an example of optimization of the response time of a TN display.
Step 1. Determination of LC display thickness, (select cell gap option, move cursor on scrolling bar and control a transmittance spectrum in graphical window "Transmittance spectrum" (Fig.1) and look for values which correspond the second minimum)
Step 2. Change chiral pitch of LC. (select chiral pitch option, change (type in) pitch from infinite to double thickness of the cell and select values of chiral pitch corresponding to minimal response time) 
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Example II: Determination of liquid crystal parameters
For any calculation of liquid crystal structure we must know all parameters of this liquid crystal. Many LC mixtures are available from different chemical companies but it is not possible to find all parameters for all mixtures. Besides any customer can mix two or more components of liquid crystal and form a new mixture. In this situation the parameters of the new mixture is unknown. This situation significantly limits the effectiveness of application of simulation programs to the real liquid crystal devices design.
One can measure the transmittance voltage curve (TVC) and the capacity voltage curve (CVC) to determine the LC parameters. The TVC and CVC are determined by the parameters of the liquid crystal. In principal, there exists a possibility to solve the inverse problem and determine the liquid crystal parameters. From that point view capacity voltage dependence is more interesting. The analysis of this dependence gives possibility to find two component of dielectric permittivity (perpendicular and parallel), and elastic constant (K11 and K33 for parallel cell and K22 for additional twist cell). If the capacity dependence was register with high accuracy it gives possibility to find the pretilt angle in LC cell as well. For the purpose of CVC measurement, we developed a circuit board that works in conjunction with our program. In our program, we added some more code to realize the measurement device on base of computer board PCI6251 from National Instruments. Two channels measurement device was realized with the simple electrical scheme ( When measurement is finished data is saved on disk and is transferred to the program for calculation of liquid crystal parameters.
In fact, after the cells are attached to the voltage outputs the program may operate fully in automatic mode. As soon as capacity measurements are done, the unknown LC parameters are displayed in 1 minute after multi-parameter data fitting.
Conclusion
A real-time software, developed by us, gives the possibility to significantly increase the efficiency of LC structure calculations by decreasing the processing time of such calculations. We have also developed a CVC measurement system. The combination of rapid LC structure calculation with the measurement system gives the possibility to obtain the unknown parameters of any LC mixture, which are needed to further optimize the liquid crystal device.
